
HIGHWAYS REPORT - Fault Inventory February 2023    

LOCATION Postcode Fault Reference CCC Status  

 

Notes  

Cooper Hill  Pothole EI/112127 Assigned HT 14/1 Submitted 13/1/23 Completed 1/2/23 

River Kent  Pothole EI/112131 Ass HT 14/1 Submitted 13/1/23 

River Kent  Pothole EI/112134 

 

Ass 14/1 Submitted 13/1/23 

River Kent  

 

pothole 

 

EI/112135 

 
 Ass 14/1 submitted 13/1/23 

 

Crosscrake Road  pothole EI/112137 

 
Ass 14/1 Submitted 13/1/23 

Crosscrake Road  pothole EI/112139 Ass 14/1 Submitted 13/1/23 

Crosscrake Road  2 manhole covers 

gas sinking in the 

road 

EI/112766 Ass 18/1 

 

Submitted 16/1/23Inspected & no further action 

required3/2/23 

      

  

 

    

              Updated 6th February 2023 – S Roberts 

HT = Highways Team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SEDGWICK PARISH COUNCIL CANAL REPORT  

Canal Safety Inspection February 6th 2023 

There are no safety issues to report. Water levels are very high.       

Vegetation and trees:  No issues. The snowdrops are flowering and the bulbs in the verges are just beginning to show 

but otherwise it is very wintery and wet. JP still to visit to plan removal of goat willow regrowth and any dangerous wood 

– should we remove trees obscuring canal post – they have grown significantly. 

Benches: The two older benches and the Stoker Seat are safe. 

Paths: Wet and slightly muddy but all fine.  

Boundaries, Walls and Fences: all look sound. 

Signage: No cycling signs are all OK.- The Queens Canopy sign shows signs of being shaken. 

Usage: Extremely busy possibly as people avoid the field paths which are muddy. While I walked the path 

there were 6 groups of people including 2 with pushchairs but the path provides plenty of passing places for 

people on foot.  

Contractor: I am still waiting for JP to visit to discuss the spring programme. We need to know the dates of 

when the aqueduct path will be closed as we can ask JP to work then.  

LCRP: The aqueduct path is extremely muddy and slippery – standing water in puddles.  

We have still not received the report written by Adam Bunce on the landowner consultation we participated in 

in March 2021 despite being promised it at the time and by the outgoing chairman in 2022. Currently the 

report is being blocked by SLDC. This is unacceptable; we entered into the process in good faith and having been 

promised the outcome, and because it was funded by public money, we see no reason for preventing it 

coming to us.  

It is disappointing as it reverses improvements made in the relationship between LCRP and SPC that were 

achieved during Carrie House’s stewardship of the NHLF committee and does nothing to improve trust between us. This issue needs resolving.  

  

 


